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Abstract
In unimanual reaction times (RT) to lateralized ¯ashes, contralateral responses tend to be slower than ipsilateral responses.
This has been called Crossed±Uncrossed Dierence (CUD). The CUD tends to show variability across subjects and across
studies, but until now the stability of the CUD in an individual subject has not been investigated. To address the role of interand intra-subject variability in the CUD, three normal right handers were tested over 50 experimental sessions of 800 trials each,
for a total of 40,000 trials of simple reaction times to lateralized ¯ashes. In each subject, CUDs were computed for each session,
over two, three, or more sessions, and over the entire dataset. These CUDs were then compared to the CUDs obtained in a
group of 15 normal right handers, each tested once in a single session. Results show that: (i) CUD variability across several
sessions in a single subject mimics the variability observed in a sample of subjects tested in a single session; (ii) this variability is
considerably reduced when the CUD is computed over at least 2400 trials per subject; (iii) CUDs computed over 2400 and up to
12,000 of trials tend to be extremely similar (02 ms) across the three subjects tested here; (iv) when reaction times are ordered
from the fastest to the slowest and divided into bins, the CUD is remarkably stable over the entire reaction time distribution;
and (v) in contrast to the variability of the CUD, the variability for crossed and uncrossed responses across several sessions in a
single subject is small and does not mimic the variability observed in a sample of subjects tested in a single session. Taken
together, these data suggest that the intersubject variability in the CUD observed in single experimental sessions does not
represent a reliable intersubject dierence and that the CUD computed over thousands of trials re¯ects hard-wired mechanisms
of callosal transmission. # 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Crossed±Uncrossed Dierence (CUD) is a
widely studied chronometric parameter in laterality literature [2,4,6±8,10,14,18,21,25]. It refers to the dierence in response times between the `uncrossed'
condition, in which sensory stimuli and motor responses are ipsilateral, and the `crossed' condition, in
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which sensory stimuli and motor responses are contralateral. The canonical interpretation of the CUD in
simple reaction time tasks is that it re¯ects time taken
to transfer information from the cerebral hemisphere
that receives the sensory stimulus to the cerebral hemisphere that controls the motor response. In choice response time tasks the CUD may re¯ect more complex
phenomena, such as `spatial compatibility' when selection of motor response is required [3,4,11±13].
Evidence in favor of the canonical, or hard-wired
hypothesis, that in simple visuomotor tasks the CUD
re¯ects interhemispheric transfer time, is that in this
task normal subjects have a CUD of 3±4 ms, whereas
patients born without the corpus callosum have a
CUD from 10 to 20 ms, and ®nally patients who
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underwent complete surgical section of callosal ®bers
have a CUD from 30 to 60 ms [8,14,18]. This canonical view has been challenged on both theoretical [15]
and empirical grounds [16,22,24], suggesting that the
CUD may represent, instead, dierential hemispheric
activation, such that the hemisphere that receives the
sensory stimulus is more activated and thus responds
faster than the contralateral hemisphere. One of the
typical features of the CUD that may have led to these
alternative, functional hypotheses, and that prompted
systematic investigation of its electrical scalp recordings correlates [22,24], as well as generated comprehensive meta-analyses and reviews [4,7,18], is its large
variability. Surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge,
only one previous study has addressed the reliability of
CUD [25]. In that study, St John and colleagues
observed that the reliability of the CUD is larger for
males than for females and for more peripheral than
for more central retinal eccentricities of the visual
stimulus. However, the study of St John and colleagues left unaddressed the relationship between
intra- and inter-subject variability in the CUD. In
other words, given a group of normal subjects and a
distribution of CUD values in these subjects, do reproducible intersubject dierences in the CUD account
for most of the distribution, or does intra-subject
variability in the CUD from session to session account
for the distribution of CUD values?
To address this question, three normal right-handers
were tested in a series of experimental sessions of
simple reaction times to lateralized ¯ashes, for a total
of 40,000 trials (16,000 trials in one subject and 12,000
trials each in the two remaining subjects). We then
compared the results of these extended sessions on the
same three subjects, with the results obtained on a
sample of 15 normal right-handers that were tested
with the same apparatus and under the same experimental conditions in one experimental session only.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Three UCLA undergraduate students (JK, PB, RR)
gave informed consent in accord with UCLA Human
Subject Protection Committee guidelines and participated in the experiment. They were all males and
right-handers as assessed by a questionnaire modi®ed
from Old®eld [20]. Subjects had a normal history, as
well as normal general medical and neurological examination.
To match CUD variability in these three normal
volunteers with the variability observed in a group of
normal subjects, data obtained from the ®rst 15 subjects enrolled in a previously published study [14] were

used. These 15 subjects performed a task that was
identical to the task performed repeatedly by the three
normal volunteers tested here.
2.2. Apparatus
A Macintosh computer monitor was placed 57 cm
away from subjects' eyes. A central ®xation cross was
presented throughout the study. Subjects had their
chins in a chinrest and eyes aligned with the ®xation
cross on the horizontal plane. The software package
MacProbe was used for stimulus presentation and response recording [26]. As in the previously published
study [14], subjects used microswitches for motor responses and were presented with black ¯ashes lasting
50 ms on a grey background and subtending one
degree of visual angle at 48 from the midsagittal plane
and on the horizontal plane. Stimuli were presented
after a warning tone of 1000 Hz and lasted 100 ms,
after a randomly varied interval from 500 to 2500 ms.
JK and RR were tested in 15 sessions, for a total of
12,000 each. PB was tested in 20 sessions, for a total
of 16,000 trials. Each testing session consisted of 20
blocks of 40 experimental trials, 20 trials per visual
hemi®eld in a random order. The use of right and left
hand for motor response was alternated across blocks.
The subjects' task was to respond with the index ®nger
upon detection of the light stimulus.
2.3. Data analysis
Reaction times (RT) shorter than 150 ms were considered anticipatory responses, whereas RT longer
than 500 ms were considered attentional errors. Both
were removed from the analyses. Median and mean
RT for each visual hemi®eld (left, right) and response
hand (left, right) condition were computed. The CUD
was calculated by subtracting the sum of the RT of
the uncrossed response conditions (left hand, left visual
hemi®eld and right hand, right visual hemi®eld) from
the sum of the RT of the two crossed response conditions (left hand, right visual hemi®eld and right
hand, left visual hemi®eld), and dividing this dierence
by two.
A potential problem when median RT are computed
over samples of unequal size, is that medians tend to
be slightly dierently biased between the two samples.
This, however, tends to occur only for small samples
and should not aect samples of RT with over a hundred of trials [19]. Given that the CUD is computed as
a dierence between RT samples of identical size, this
potential problem should not aect our calculations.
In any case, we used both medians and means to calculate our CUDs and to compare variability in this
parameter. Results were identical for both medians
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Fig. 1. Cumulative distribution functions of CUDs. The hatched line
represents, in all four graphs, the CUDs of 15 normal subjects tested
once. The solid line represents the CUDs obtained in JK (A), PB
(B), and RR (C) in each session. There is no dierence in distribution functions in (A), (B), and (C). In (D), the solid line represents
the cumulative distribution function of ®ve CUD values computed
over three consecutive sessions in JK, PB, and RR. The two distribution functions in (D) are statistically dierent (P < 0.03).

and means, and only results from median RT are presented here.
To formally test the distribution of CUDs, crossed,
and uncrossed responses within and between subjects,
a Kolgomorov±Smirnov analysis was used.
3. Results
Subject PB was available for ®ve testing sessions
more than subjects JK and RR. The additional testing
sessions in PB were analyzed, and were in agreement
with the results obtained from the 15 testing sessions
in all three subjects. Here, for the sake of consistency,
we often present only results from the ®rst 15 testing
sessions in PB.
The grand CUD, computed over 12,000 trials, was 2
ms in JK, 1.45 ms in PB, and 2.25 ms in RR. When

1
We also computed the CUD over two sessions and compared the
cumulative distribution of CUDs over two sessions with the distribution of CUDs in the same 15 normal volunteers tested once. To
do so, we used the ®rst 10 sessions in JK, PB and RR, obtaining ®ve
CUDs in each subject. When the cumulative distribution of these
CUDs obtained over two sessions was formally compared with the
cumulative distribution of CUDs in the 15 normal volunteers tested
once, no dierences emerged.
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CUDs from each testing sessions were considered, JK
had a range of CUDs from ÿ4.02 to 6.37 ms, with ®ve
negative CUDs and a mean value of 1.67 ms, PB had
a range of CUDs from ÿ4.95 ms to 7.15 ms, with
three negative CUDs and a mean value of 2.2 ms, and
RR had a range of CUDs from ÿ1.85 to 9.77 ms, with
®ve negative CUDs and a mean value of 2.03 ms.
To formally compare the within-subject variability
of CUDs in our three subjects with the between-subject variability in a group of 15 normal right handers,
we used Kolgomorov±Smirnov analyses. Individual
CUD distributions were not dierent from the CUD
distribution of normal right handers (Fig. 1(A)±(C)).
We then computed the CUDs over three consecutive
sessions (for a total of 2400 trials) in each subject,
obtaining ®ve CUDs per subject. When these values
were considered, subject JK had a range of CUDs
from 1.12 to 2.75 ms, with no negative CUDs and a
mean value of 1.98 ms, subject PB had a range of
CUDs from 0.4 to 3.3 ms, with no negative CUDs and
a mean value of 1.58 ms, and subject RR had a range
of CUDs from 1.37 ms to 4.57 ms, with no negative
CUDs and a mean value of 2.46 ms. When the distribution of these values in each subject was analyzed, no
dierences emerged between the CUD distribution of
the three subjects (Fig. 2). We then compared the
cumulative distribution of these 15 CUDs estimated
over three sessions in each subject with the distribution
of CUDs in 15 normal volunteers tested only once
(Fig. 1(D)). A signi®cant dierence (P < 0.03) between
the two distributions was observed.1
Given that the CUD values of our three subjects
were slightly shorter than the CUD values returned by
recent meta-analyses [7,18], we tested whether the
extended practice on simple RT to lateralized ¯ashes
might have aected the CUD of our three subjects. On
each of our subject, however, no visible practice eects
were observed on CUD over time (Fig. 3).
We subsequently ordered RT from the fastest to the

Fig. 2. Cumulative distribution functions of CUDs computed over
three consecutive sessions in JK, PB, and RR. The distribution functions do not dier.
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Fig. 3. CUDs in each session in each subject, in chronological order. Practice eects on the CUD are not observed.

slowest for crossed and uncrossed responses separately
in each subject. We then divided the obtained distribution of RT into 10 bins and calculated the CUD in
each bin, from the fastest to the slowest. A remarkably
stable CUD over the entire distribution was obtained
with this method (Fig. 4).
We also computed the variability for crossed and
uncrossed responses separately over the 15 experimental sessions in each subject (Fig. 5). To formally compare the within-subject variability of crossed and
uncrossed responses separately in our three subjects
with the between-subject variability in the group of 15
normal right handers tested once, we used Kolgomorov±Smirnov analyses. Individual RT distributions
for crossed and uncrossed responses were signi®cantly
dierent (P < 0.05) in all cases from the RT distributions for crossed and uncrossed responses, respectively, in the group of 15 normal right handers.

Fig. 4. CUDs computed in 10 bins of ordered RT, from the fastest
to the slowest (from left to right in the graph), in the three subjects
tested repeatedly. Subjects PB and JK tend to show larger CUDs in
the central bins, whereas subject RR shows larger CUDs in the slowest bins. However, all CUDs are in a very small range, from 1 to 4
ms.

4. Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, the data presented
here are the largest RT dataset collected in single subjects, when performing unimanual simple RT to lateralized ¯ashes. When the CUD was estimated in the
same subject in 15 dierent sessions, the variability of
the parameter was largely similar to the variability
observed in a group of 15 normal subjects tested once.
This was observed in all three subjects that were
repeatedly tested, as shown in Fig. 1. When the CUD
was estimated, however, over larger samples of data,
its variability was much reduced, not only within subjects, but also between subjects, as shown by Fig. 2. Of
course, three normal volunteers do not represent a
large sample of subjects, and it may be that, just by
chance, we tested three subjects with similar CUD patterns. This, however, seems to us unlikely. In fact, a
previous study on simple reaction times to lateralized
¯ashes reported CUD values in large groups of subjects that were very similar to the CUD observed in
our three subjects [17]. We beleive our results suggest
that the variability in CUD observed in previous studies is not produced by stable individual dierences
but rather by session-to-session changes that can occur
in the same subject. In contrast, when the variability
of overall RT for crossed or uncrossed responses in
the three subjects tested repeatedly was compared to
the variability observed in a group of 15 normal subjects tested once, dierences emerged, suggesting that
overall RT for crossed and for uncrossed responses is
indeed a stable intersubject dierence, at variance with
the CUD.
We believe that these results have both methodological and theoretical implications. Before discussing
these implications, however, we have to address a
methodological issue. Our three subjects were tested
over sessions comprising a total of 800 trials. The 15
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subjects tested once, were tested over sessions comprising a total of 560 trials. If any, this dierence should
bias the results toward a reduction in CUD variability
in the three subjects repeatedly tested. Instead, we
have seen that no dierence in CUD variability within
and between subjects was observed. Thus, the dierence in total number of trials between sessions seems
not to in¯uence the main result of the study. At any
rate, we also performed analyses including only the
®rst 560 trials of the longer, within-subject sessions.
The results were substantially identical to the results
presented here. The only noticeable dierence when
only the ®rst 560 trials of the longer sessions were analyzed was that PB had ®ve negative CUDs, compared
to the three negative CUDs observed when sessions
were analyzed in their entirety.
From a methodological standpoint, the main implication of our ®ndings is that to have a reproducible
CUD parameter in the same subject, long experimental
sessions comprising about 2000 trials should be performed. Suppose, for instance, that one is interested in
measuring the CUD in a patient, or a series of
patients, before and after surgical sections of callosal
®bers, to test whether the presence or absence of dierent callosal regions have an impact on the CUD. Our
data suggest that it would be prudent to perform the
experiment with at least 2000 trials before and after
the surgery (which is, ironically, what we did not do in
a study published some years ago) [10]. Thus, to
ascribe a change in the CUD of a single subject to a
speci®c lesion in the brain, one has to be sure that
changes would not occur spontaneously. For a group
of subjects, however, we believe that the current tendency to run about 600±800 trials per subject is not
seriously challenged by our data, as long as the sample
size is large enough. In fact, assuming that spontaneous variations in the CUD unrelated to task variations may occur, a large enough size of the group of
subjects enrolled in a hypothetical study should facili-
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tate a roughly even distribution of these spontaneously
occurring variations, and dierences between groups
may more likely represent `true' experimental eects
of, say, varying visual, attentional, or motor aspects of
the task. An indirect support to this comes from our
dataset. When a mean CUD value was computed from
the variable CUD values of each individual session,
results in each subject were not very dierent from the
CUD computed using median RT for each visual
hemi®eld-response hand condition of the entire dataset.
More interesting, however, seem to us the theoretical
implications of our data. The large variability in the
CUD observed within the same subject repeatedly
tested is reminiscent of the complex ever-varying
spatiotemporal dynamics observed from trial to trial
with electrical scalp recordings during simple RT to
lateralized ¯ashes [22±24]. What the electrical scalp
recordings data show is that even the same visuomotor
condition, say left visual hemi®eld Ð right hand, may
be associated with entirely dierent activation patterns
in two dierent trials in the same subject. Thus, the
variability observed by us in the same subject, rather
than being simply interpreted as a `nuisance' or noise
that we have to try to get rid of, may actually represent the behavioral counterpart of physiological
dynamics, the meaning of which is still largely to be
determined. Given that these spatiotemporal patterns
of activation cannot be controlled by the experimenter,
the only empirical solution is to obtain very large datasets, in which it is likely that these (apparently) random ¯uctuations in cortical activation will be more or
less evenly distributed in all the experimental conditions, thus in¯uencing only minimally the parameter
of interest, namely the CUD. In fact, when we ordered
RTs from the fastest to the slowest and computed the
CUD in 10 bins over the entire distribution of RT
(thus, presumably `equalizing' dierent patterns of cortical activation for crossed and uncrossed responses

Fig. 5. Distribution of RT for crossed and uncrossed responses in the three subjects tested repeatedly and in the 15 subjects tested once. The distributions obtained in a single subject are always statistically dierent (Kolgomorov±Smirnov, P < 0.05). Subject PBs distribution, however, is
less strikingly dierent from the distribution obtained in the group of 15 subjects tested once than subjects JK and RRs distributions.
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that are generally associated with response speed, see
Saron et al. [23]), we obtained a very stable CUD.
Empirical evidence in favor of both the hard-wired
(callosal relay) and the functional (hemispheric activation) model of the CUD have been provided
[2,9,22,24]. It seems to us that our data may be more
easily explained by the hard-wired model. Our hypothesis is that the CUD represents the conduction delay
through callosal ®bers that must occur, all the other
things being equal, for crossed but not for uncrossed
responses. Given the short delay, the only callosal
®bers that could mediate this delay, assuming that callosal ®bers have conduction velocities similar to the
ones observed in the peripheral nervous system and
correlated with diameter and myelination, would be
large diameter myelinated ®bers operating at fast conduction velocity [5]. Such ®bers can be observed in the
human corpus callosum grouped in two contingents,
one in the midbody, and the other one in the tip of the
splenium [1].
The very stable CUD obtained in all bins over the
entire distribution of RTs, it seems to us, cannot be
readily explained by functional mechanisms of unbalanced hemispheric activation [15,16]. These mechanisms are likely characterized, as most functional
mechanisms, such as priming eects, inhibition of
return and the like, by speci®c time-courses, with
increasing strength of the eect up to a given point in
time, then decreasing strength of the eect thereafter.
This is likely to generate dierent CUDs over the
whole distribution of RT. In particular, if we correctly
interpret Kinsbourne's model, it should predict larger
CUDs for the fastest RT. It must be said, however,
that the time window under scrutiny here is extremely
narrow (from 140 to 500 ms after stimulus onset).
Although this corresponds to the typical time course
of automatic lexical priming eect, we cannot rule out
the possibility that the CUD may re¯ect functional
mechanisms that persist over this narrow time window.
The bins analysis of the CUD has returned very
short CUD values. This is in contrast with electrical
scalp recordings of the CUD, in which when quartiles
analyses were performed, much longer CUD estimates
were obtained over the entire distribution [22,24]. The
discrepancy between behavioral and electrical scalp
recordings estimates of the CUD is puzzling and our
experiment was not designed to clarify this issue. It
must be noted, however, that when in-depth electrodes
were used to estimate the CUD in epileptic patients,
these neurophysiological estimates were much more
similar to behavioral estimates than the ones obtained
with electrical scalp recording techniques (Je Clarke,
personal communication).
The CUD observed in our three subjects tested
repeatedly is somewhat shorter than the CUD documented by a recent meta-analysis [18]. We cannot

exclude the possibility that our three subjects tested
over several thousands of trials have a particularly
short CUD or are peculiar in some other way (e.g.,
motivation). In fact, our group of 15 subjects has a
mean CUD that closely corresponds to the values of
Marzi's meta-analysis [18]. We can exclude, however,
the possibility that the CUD gets shorter with practice.
In fact, we tested this hypothesis analyzing the CUDs
progressively over time in each of our three subjects,
and no practice eects were observed.
To conclude, our data suggest that: (i) it is possible
to minimize CUD variability in simple RT to lateralized ¯ashes using prolonged testing sessions (the number of trials that stabilized the CUD in our subjects is
2400); (ii) within- and between-subject variability in
the CUD are likely produced by the same complex
visuomotor dynamics; and (iii) when these complex
visuomotor dynamics are subtracted out, what remains
is a fast, hard-wired mechanism of transfer through
the corpus callosum that generates the CUD.
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